Following Albert Edrei [l] , if X is a compact metric space with metric p, / is a mapping of X onto X, and xGA", then x is said to be a point of contraction under / relative to X provided that there is a positive number p.(x) such that if y£X and p(x, y)<p,(x), then p[/(x),/(y)]^p (x, y) . Further, if each point of A" is a point of contraction under/ relative to X, f will be said to be a local contraction of X. Edrei posed the following question: if A is a compact metric space and/ is a contraction of X onto X, is/ a local isometry? The purpose of this paper is to answer this question in the negative.
1. Basic example. Throughout this section polar coordinates, (r, 9) ' are used, W denotes the origin, cj> denotes the rotation defined by <£(?", S) = {r, 0+1), and P denotes the Euclidean distance function. Let R = 10/9, and for each non-negative integer i, let Rt = 2~L*-o 1/10', and Qi = iRi, 0). Let w0 = «o = 0 and P0 = Qo. There exists a positive integer Wi such that p[(/>"'(P0), Qo] <.l. Let Wi = Mi, Pmi=<pmiiPo), and for each integer i, no<i<ni, let Pi = </>'(P0). Let A{ be the polar angle of Pmi and let 4i denote an angle such that cos At = (P0/Pi) cos A{. LetPmi = (Pi, 4i).
There exists a positive integer «2 such thatp[</>"2(Pmi), Qi] <.01. Let m2 = mx-\-n2, let Pmi=<t>"2iPm1), and for each integer i, n0<i<n2, let Pm1+i = 4>i(Pmi). Let 42 be the polar angle of P^, and let 42 denote an angle such that cos 42= (Pi/P2) cos A{. Let Pmi=iR2, A2).
Continuing this process indefinitely we obtain:
(1) two sequences {»«h-i, {mt}Zi of positive integers;
(2) two sequences {Pm)Z-o, \P'm.)i=1 of points; and (3) two sequences {4/ }t+i, M^lj of angles. The elements thus obtained have the following properties:
(1) mi+i = «j+»i+i;
(2) PiPmi+1, QtXl/10*;
(3) Pmi+j = <P>iPm<), for no<j<ni+u (4) P;,.+1 =4>»-+i(Pm,) = iRi, A'i+1); if PeLmi+l-(0, 0, 0) and P'ELQ, then p[f'(P), f'(P')]<p(P, P).
Then let P = (zici+i, Ai+1, z), z^0, and P' = (yR, 0, y); f'(P) = (zRiy A'i+1, z) and f'(P') = (yR, -1, y). Therefore p[f(P), f'(P')] = p[(zRi, A't+1-1, z), (yR, -1, y)]=p[(zRi, A'i+1, z), (yR, 0, y)) <p(P, P), the inequality following from the cylindrical distance formula and the relations (4), (5), (6) above and z^0. Thus/' is a local contraction of a compact continuum onto itself which is not a local isometry.
There exists a totally disconnected compact metric set C and an isometry/ of C onto C such that for each point xGC, the iterations f{x),f2ix),pix), ■ ■ • , are dense in C. (E.g., see Vietoris [2] , and let the metric p be defined, using the triadic system, as follows: 
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